Intelligent Fuel Monitoring for Filling Stations

Technology for Smart People

MONITOR YOUR FILLING STATIONS FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD!!
Introduction

On a daily basis, fuel retailers have to carefully monitor their fuel - a task that is more difficult than simply counting items in a shop.

Our Intelligent Fuel Monitoring for Filling Stations is a comprehensive system that monitors in your underground tank and fuel sold at each pump.

Our system monitors sales at your pump and delivery to your underground tank from anywhere in the world. It facilitates cost count, enables you to reduce cost, improves driver productivity, and allows for the collection of essential data and generation of reports for management purposes.

The solution’s automatic functionality makes reconciliation and compliance more accurate and reliable.
Reliably track and monitor all of your fuel usage to avoid waste, theft, and expensive out-of-fuel shut downs.

Our Solution provides:
- System of remote monitoring of reservoirs (tanks) at petrol stations and storage depots
- System of remote monitoring of dispensers
- Controllers over fuel dispensers for petrol stations, forecourt controllers
- POS systems and cash registers for petrol stations
- Software for petrol stations and storage depots (Front-Office, Back-Office, Head-Office)
- Discount-bonus loyalty systems and systems of cashless payments on the basis of electronic and smart-cards in the petroleum market
- Outdoor payment terminals (OPT) for petrol stations
- Equipment for loud-speaking communication at petrol stations
- Equipment for wireless communication at petrol stations

Continuous liquid level measurement

Transmission via GSM (SMS worldwide)

Periodic limit values

Documentation and Interpretation of all incoming data sent to Intelligent Telemetry or the appropriate authorities when limits values are reached.

No more empty tanks for customers

Evaluation of demands

Optimized planning and routing- no needless tours
Get Maximum Profits per Gallon

Better information means better decisions and better decisions mean more profits. Maximize the return on your investment with every gallon you sell by using our Intelligent Fuel Monitoring for Filling Stations.